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Observations. The types, dimensions, and distributions of tectonic features on the surfaces of the icy 
satellites can be used to place constraints on their thermal and tidal histories. As part of an ongoing program, 
new measurements have been gathered on the tectonic systems of several icy satellites (See Table 1) comparable 
to the measurements obtained previously for the uranian satellites (Croft & Soderblom,l991). Using stereo 
imagery, a tectonic system on Iapetus has been recognized and characterized for the first time (Croft, 1990; Head 
& Croft, 1990). Total estimated areal strains are remarkably similar on most of the satellites, on the order of 
1%. Miranda and possibly Proteus are exceptions, with strain on the order of 4%. The dominant tectonic system 
on most of the satellites is a global system of relatively few large, graben-like chasmata. Although systems of 
smaller features are generally seen as well when resolution is sufficient, most of the total strain is localized in 
the large features. Rhea is an outstanding exception: there are no large chasmata, and the strain is distributed 
in a dense network of narrow and closely spaced ridges and pit chains. Only the dense groove networks on 
Ganymede (and one small section of Enceladus) are comparable. 

Stress Estimates. The stresses required to form the observed extensional tectonic features can be 
estimated assuming (Golombek & Banerdt, 1986; Kuznir & Park, 1987): 1) a brittle lithospheric strength 
envelope dominated by frictional failure, 2) the chasmata are basically simple grabens whose bounding faults dip 
at roughly 60" to meet at a depth approximately equal to their widths, and 3) the failure stresses are roughly 
equal to the frictional strengths near the bottoms of the bounding faults. The frictional strength on a fault is 
given by a = cpgz (p = density, g = gravity, z = depth of fault, c = constant of order unity dependent on 
coefficient of friction in the faulted material). Thus the largest features require the largest stresses to form. 
Adopting a coefficient of friction for ice of 0.69 (Beeman et al., 1988) and the typical widths for the largest 
features on each satellite, maximum extensional stresses can be inferred, typically a few hundred bars (Table 1). 
These computed stresses, coupled with the estimated area expansion, provide constraints on the source of stress. 
A source of stress cited often in early studies of icy satellite tectonics, the refreezing of liquid H,O, although 
sufficient (e.g., see Squyres, 1980), is not considered likely here because of the difficulty of melting H,O in these 
small satellites (Ellsworth & Schubert, 1983). Several thermal history computations (Ellsworth & Schubert, 1983; 
Consolmagno, 1985; Hillier & Squyres, 1991) show that, depending on assumed initial conditions, thermal 
expansion is a stress source that is global in extent, and can provide both sufficient near-surface stresses (a few 
hundred bars) and area expansion (order 1%) to account for the observed tectonic structures on most of the 
satellites. Indeed, the recognition of extensional tectonic features on Iapetus confirms predictions of surface 
failure made in the thermal computations. 

Tectonic Styles. The differences in tectonic styles between Rhea and similar size icy satellites, particularly 
Titania, Oberon and Iapetus, present an interesting problem: 1) Rhea displays roughly the same total tectonic 
strain as the others, but on the others the strain is localized in a few large features while on Rhea the strain is 
distributed in a large number of small features; and 2) the widths of the largest chasmata, which give an 
indication of the thickness of the fractured layer, are much larger on Iapetus, Titania, and Oberon than on Rhea. 
The widths of the chasmata give a measure of the thickness of the fractured brittle layer (Thickness of layer d . 8 7  
Width of chasmata). Elastic lithosphere thicknesses for Iapetus, Titania, and Oberon estimated from computed 
stress profiles (Ellsworth & Schubert, 1983; Hillier & Squyres, 1991) and lithosphere scaling from other icy 
satellites (Croft, in prep.) are near 50 km at the time of maximum internal temperatures and maximum surface 
stress, the most likely time for total lithospheric failure. This is similar to the thickness of the brittle layer in 
which the chasmata on these three satellites formed, thus the chasmata probably represent total lithospheric 
failure on these satellites. Unless Rhea went through a significant tidal heating episode, its lithosphere should 
have failed near similar thicknesses, producing similar-width chasmata. Both the widths of Rhea's narrower 
chasmata and the spacing of the ridges and troughs indicate a brittle layer nearer 10 km thick, much too thin to 
be the lithosphere. 

A possible resolution to this problem is provided by the work of Kuznir and Park (1987), who 
investigated failure and rift formation in the terrestrial lithosphere. They found that for a lithosphere containing 
a weak upper layer and a stronger lower layer, fast strain rates tended to localize strain, whereas lower strain 
rates tended to distribute it. This dichotomy results from two effects caused by initial failure and local extension 
and thinning of the lithosphere: 1) thinning the lithosphere brings warm material closer to the surface, raising 
the local heat flow and weakening the local lithosphere, and 2) thinning tends to increase the relative proportion 
of the stronger material, strengthening the lithosphere. At higher strain rates, heating and local weakening 
dominates and subsequent strain remains localized in the weak spot. At lower strain rates, local strengthening 
dominates and subsequent failure and strain tends to occur elsewhere. In the case of a single layer lithosphere 
(not discussed by Kuznir & Park), thermal weakening occurs but strengthening does not, thus strain should be 
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localized. Applying this model to Rhea and the others, the tectonic differences could be explained if Rhea has 
a weak surface layer that is absent on the other satellites. The presence of an upper layer on Rhea would be 
consistent with the smaller widths of Rhea's chasmata. Localized failure would dominate in the single layer 
lithospheres of Iapetus, etc., creating the observed large chasmata, whereas if strain rates were "slow enough" 
on Rhea, small distributed tectonic features would occur. Rhea's putative surface layer would almost certainly 
be weak compared to underlying material if it were cryovolcanic: any material with a melting point lower than 
H 2 0  (e.g., NH,-H20) will be weaker than H20/rock mixtures. There are problems: why didn't the other 
satellites form the weak layer (differences in composition?), especially since there is evidence of extensive 
resurfacing on at least Titania (Croft & Soderblom, 1991). This scenario also requires the resurfacing to have 
occurred early on Rhea when heavy bombardment was still going on. The hypothesis can be tested in part with 
appropriate numerical modeling (e.g., how slow is "slow enough"). 

Limits on Seismic Activity. Fresh scarps on the icy satellites are evidence of geologically recent tectonic 
activity. Although a few scarps exist on Miranda with slopes slightly exceeding the angle of repose, no known 
slope equals the 60" thought to characterize fault dips, thus virtually all fresh slopes are due to slope failure. 
Seismic activity due to either impacts or the formation of the chasmata themselves is a likely means of forming 
fresh slopes. Impact craters a few tens of kilometers in diameter can create seisms of order 8 or more on the 
Richter scale. Typical stress drops in terrestrial 'quakes are ~ 1 %  to 10% the total stress on the fault. Assuming 
similar ratios for 'quakes on icy satellites combined with the inferred maximum stresses in Table 1 indicates stress 
drops d a few bars to a few tens of bars. The inferred 'quake magnitudes for the larger chasma faults again 
reach order 7-8 and up on the Richter scale, implying very large surface accelerations. The presence of both 
degraded and fresh scarps of known slope on Miranda provide constraints on the seismic acceleration of both 
impacts and 'quakes. Fresh scarps on Miranda all appear to have slopes between 30"-40". Many degraded scarps 
have similar slopes. Some fresh scarps cluster around 10 km craters, indicating formation by impact shaking, 
others are far enough from large craters to imply 'quake formation. Steep degraded slopes also occur near, and 
sometimes contiguously with, fresh slopes, indicating maximum accelerations <lo% the local gravity. This 
implies substantially lower magnitude 'quakes than inferred from assumed stress drops. 

Satellite 
Mimas 
Tethys 
Dione 
Rhea 
Iapetus 
Miranda 
Ariel 
Umbriel 
Titania 
Oberon 
Triton 
Proteus 

Table 1: Stress and Strain on the Icy Satellites 
Dominant Total Largest 
Features Strain Widths.km 
Large chasmata 1.8% 20-30 

11 1 B30 
Mid-size chasmata 10-20 
Pit chains, ridges 4 . 5  10-12 
Large chasmata 0.6 60-75 

0, 4.2 30-40 
I t  1.3 40-80 
11 1.0 40-60 
8 ,  0.9 9-60 
I, 0.8 70-80 

Narrow grabens lo-4 2-3 
Large Chasmata (?) >2 25-35 

Est. Failure 
Stress. bar 
12-18 
6 0  
30-50 
30-40 
150-190 
20-30 
130-260 
130-190 
270-320 
340-390 
30-40 
15-22 
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